Control of Elasticity in Cast Elastomeric Shock/Vibration Isolators

The problem:
Elasticity in cast elastomeric shock/vibration isolators (see Figure 1) is determined by their physical dimensions and by the type of elastomer used. Once the elastomer is selected and cast between the two concentric tubes of the device, the isolator elasticity will remain fixed. There is no effective way to produce isolators to different elasticity requirements without changing their dimensions or using different elastomers.

The solution:
Isolators having the same dimensions can be built to different elasticity requirements using the same elastomer.

How it’s done:
Two approaches may be used. In the first, the elastomer is poured between the two concentric tubes to height $h_1$ as shown in Figure 2. Next, a low-temperature melting point material such as wax is poured to height $h_2$. After the wax hardens, more elastomer is added. When the elastomer has set, two small-diameter holes are drilled in the isolator outer wall at the wax layer level. The wall then is heated and the molten wax is poured out, leaving a void. The size of this void may be varied, depending on the elasticity desired.
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